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ABSTRACT
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) is actively developing new
capabilities for genomic surveillance of viruses. APL genomicists analyze, process, and visualize
viral genomic data for several sponsor organizations that require those data to inform clinical,
research, and public policy decisions. Many of the final products from these processes are delivered to sponsors as static reports or slide presentations, but it can be arduous to review or extract
pertinent information from these documents. APL genomicists wanted to improve their sponsors’
ability to analyze their data and rapidly identify genomic samples or sequences they find important for decision-making. With this goal in mind, a group of APL software engineers developed
the Automated Genomics Application for Variant Exploration (AGAVE). AGAVE is an interactive,
intuitive web-based tool where researchers can explore and analyze genomic data, draw new
connections between data points, and understand the significance behind genomic variants
quickly. Researchers can view their sequence data, choose a reference genome with which to
compare the data, visualize the 3-D structure of proteins that would be created from particular
segments of DNA, and export those visualizations as easily shared image files. AGAVE is still under
development and currently supports only influenza genomes, but as it matures and its user base
grows, it will expand beyond influenza to include other viruses such as SARS-CoV-2 and even
bacterial genomes.

INTRODUCTION
Since the Human Genome Project began in 1990,
advances in genomics have fueled explosive growth in
the fields of biological and health informatics.1 The ability to analyze and understand the DNA building blocks
of life has led to entirely new fields of scientific research
and development, including gene editing, precision
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medicine, gene therapy, DNA forensics, and more. Additionally, the recent COVID-19 pandemic has brought
genomic sequencing technologies into the worldwide
public spotlight. After decades of genomic research into
the SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) virus,
researchers were able to use existing genomic data to
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swiftly create revolution3. The transmission
bottleneck is narrow,
ary vaccine technologies for
and most often only
SARS-CoV-2.
Alongside
the majority variant
the widely publicized conwill transmit
1. Initial infection by a
2. Minor variants
tributions of the genomics
largely homogeneous
appear de novo
viral population
within host
community, the COVID-19
pandemic triggered a worldwide conversation about the
6. Over time some variants
disappear, others appear,
need for additional research
others persist
into the mitigation of dis4. More rarely
ease-causing pathogens.
5. Or a mixed infection
the transmitted
APL’s Biological Sciences
is transmitted
variant is a minority
Group has made significant
contributions in the field of
viral genomics. In collaboration with the Johns Hopkins Center of Excellence for
Influenza Research and Sur- Figure 1. Flowchart showing the method by which minor variants develop among populations.
veillance (JH-CEIRS), we The genetic diversity of an initial infection in a single host is typically very low, but as the virus
conducted genomic surveil- reproduces, minor variants begin to appear. The host will transmit both the major and minor varilance of the influenza virus ants, causing viable minor variants to slowly grow in prevalence within a population. (Figure from
over several years and applied Lythgoe et al.,5 FontAwesome, licensed under CC BY 4.0; https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
that expertise to surveillance by/4.0/.)
of SARS-CoV-2 in the US
National Capital Region at
the beginning of the outbreak in 2020.2 APL has added
support to end users. Additionally, we provided data
significant amounts of data to the body of knowledge
to sponsors in high-level reports, often in the form of
that assists with flu vaccine development and clinical
static documents or slide presentations. We had iniand public policy decisions. APL has in-house sequenctial success in leveraging Basestack to deliver powerful
ing capabilities and has developed a robust catalog of
narratives by allowing researchers to explore data and
pipelines to analyze genomic data and generate informaresults through fully interactive and reproducible graphtion for use by clinicians, researchers, and public policy
ics. We wanted to build on this success by continuing
decision-makers. APL-developed pipelines for DNA proto use web-based technologies to change the way our
cessing, including an open-source desktop application
sponsors interact with data. From these conversations
known as Basestack, ease distribution and installation
came AGAVE: the Automated Genomics Application
requirements for health organizations in need of in-field
for Variant Exploration.
research applications. Basestack has enabled genomic
AGAVE is an avenue for exploration of minor varisequencing and analysis in numerous countries, includants within DNA or RNA viral genomic sequences. In
ing Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, and Chile. In
genomics, minor variants “are defined as the variants
2021, Fast Company recognized APL as one of the top
with frequencies lower than 10% in a cell population.”4
20 workplaces for innovators, commending the Lab for
Minor variants are clinically significant because they
focusing “its prodigious resources on refining real-time
allow researchers to understand the genomic diversity
DNA sequencing for new viruses.”3
of the whole population of organisms within a single
sample (Figure 1).
For clinicians, minor variant analysis is an effecPROBLEM
tive and necessary step in preventing infection breakthroughs within vaccinated populations and improving
Through developing these capabilities, we recogvaccine development research. To detect minor variants
nized that visualization of genomic data is a space with
in sequenced DNA or RNA, clinicians follow a protremendous opportunity for innovation. We began
cess of workflows using bioinformatics tools, and then
asking bigger questions: How could we develop creative
computational biologists manually inspect the results.
methods of delivering data to sponsors and clinicians
The specific location of minor variants on a gene is sigin ways that would be readily digestible and easy to
nificant because genes encode different proteins that
replicate? Could we streamline the process of exporting useful insights as graphics that could be easily intedetermine factors such as virulence and transmissibilgrated into presentations and publications? Standard
ity. Minor variants occurring on certain genes may lead
deliverables involved arduous pipeline development and
to a dramatic shift in vaccine efficacy and even evasion
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of immune responses in the host, so a minor variant
occurring in a gene that encodes a clinically significant
protein may be of utmost importance for a researcher to
analyze. An example is the hemagglutinin gene, which
encodes for the protein that covers the surface of a flu
virus and allows the virus to enter the host cells.6 For
this reason, hemagglutinin variants are primarily considered when choosing flu strains for vaccine production. The ability to interactively explore segments and
determine the variants on key proteins like hemagglutinin provides a crucial understanding of how these variants would affect the physical structure of the virus and
ultimately its ability to infect the host and reproduce.
The resulting insights of this type of analysis will enable
researchers to identify new strains of a virus that could
be included in yearly vaccines.
This analysis is critical, and the format in which the
resulting data are delivered is important as well. Many
bioinformatics tools export raw data in custom file formats, leaving it to the researcher to format results in
useful and visually intelligible ways. Researchers spend a
lot of time manually creating static and heavily curated
visualizations for specific results, drastically increasing the time required to deliver useful information to a
wider audience. Thus, an interactive tool that enables
users without a bioinformatics background to easily
access this information and includes functionality for
exporting data would be valuable to the field.
We approached both these goals with AGAVE, a
tool created for effortless exploration of genomic data,

allowing any clinician, researcher, or policy decisionmaker to assess viral changes in the regions they most
care about. In addition, we included features within that
tool to easily export data as graphics for reporting or
inclusion in scholarly work.

AGAVE APPLICATION
AGAVE is an interactive web application that provides several ways for a researcher to explore their viral
genomic sequence data (Figure 2). It consists of three primary components: a heatmap that shows positions with
a high proportion of mutations at a glance, a molecule
viewer that renders the selected protein in three dimensions, and a stacked bar chart that displays more detailed
visualizations of genomic diversity at specific positions.
All components are linked dynamically, assisting users
in conceptualizing the impact of each positional variant on the results. To prepare genomic data for visualization by AGAVE, DNA samples should be extracted from
biological material(s), sequenced, and analyzed using
techniques that include variant determination. These
preparatory steps can be performed using sequencing
equipment located on-site at APL and analysis pipelines
developed by APL genomicists. The prepared data can
then be loaded into AGAVE for visualization via its
three primary components.
The heatmap (Figure 3) is the largest and most
important component of AGAVE because it creates a
high-level view of the entire data set. This view helps
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Figure 2. An overall view of the AGAVE application. This view shows the heatmap and molecule viewer next to each other on a single
screen.
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saving the current view as an image file. Because each
component is configurable, researchers can experiment
with settings until they have found a visualization that
meets a specific need and save the visualization to their
file system for distribution to other teams or for placing
in reports and manuscripts.

METHODS

Figure 5. The molecule viewer. This viewer renders a 3-D model
of the protein associated with the genome segment the user is
currently viewing in the heatmap. A user can rotate and zoom in
on the protein to explore its structure. Hovering and clicking on
amino acid residues in the 3-D rendering will reveal more information about the individual amino acid residues at that location.
We used PDBe Molstar to create this molecule viewer.7

We drew inspiration for AGAVE from an application
designed years ago by other APL researchers within the
Research and Exploratory Development Department’s
Biological Sciences Group. They created a web application similar to AGAVE that could explore minor variants in data that were analyzed in-house.
We designed a new application built on the same
data visualization ideas as the original code base, reusing
code where we could but focusing on creating something
that would be easy for researchers and clinicians to use.
The new design included enhanced interactivity and
updated web technologies. Since AGAVE was funded
by the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) for a project that primarily
sought to analyze influenza genomes, the structure of an
influenza genome inspired our web design. However, our
design is not exclusively tied to influenza, so it remains
flexible and reusable.
So far, we have completed the AGAVE user interface. We wrote the front end using TypeScript8 and
the framework Vue.js,9 and we embedded visualizations
that use D3.js10 and PDBe Molstar.7 These languages
and tools were already familiar to the developers on
the project, allowing for rapid prototyping and very
quick development cycles. Currently, the data AGAVE
consumes have been formatted and loaded manually.
We are looking to build out a back end for AGAVE
using Express11 and incorporate data analysis pipelines,
which can be deployed remotely and linked to other
APL-built tools, including Basestack, mentioned earlier
in this article.

clicks on a position in the heatmap, the molecule viewer
will zoom in on the corresponding amino acid residue
within the protein. As a user scrolls through the heatmap, identifying mutations of interest, they will easily
be able to view the corresponding positions of these
mutations on the physical
structure of the protein.
Below the heatmap and
molecule viewer, the variation at single positions across
all samples will be visualized in a stacked bar chart
(Figure 6). As they can with
the molecule viewer, users
can click a position in the
heatmap to view localized
metrics via this chart.
Finally, we ensured that
AGAVE produced exportable graphics. Each compo- Figure 6. The stacked bar chart. This view shows the incidence of mutations along a single posinent has functionality for tion across samples currently shown in the heatmap.
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
Although AGAVE is still in its proof-of-concept stage,
it has already demonstrated its value. APL researchers in
the Biological Sciences Group have been using AGAVE
to explore flu sequencing data for BARDA. By loading
sequenced influenza genomes and in-house analysis into
AGAVE, they were able to find examples of minor variants that they would have otherwise missed, and they
then used these minor variants to build a story around
which to frame their data analysis.
The next steps for AGAVE are twofold. First, we
hope to broadly generalize its function so that it can be
used to analyze variants in any genome type. Currently,
AGAVE has been used only with influenza, but it has
potential to make an impact on analysis of other organisms, including SARS-CoV-2. Second, we will look to
integrate AGAVE with the other capabilities APL has
developed over the past few years. We believe AGAVE
and Basestack could someday be bundled together for
users, where Basestack analyzes genomic data that users
input and AGAVE interactively visualizes the result.
AGAVE shows great promise as a new tool for genomic
surveillance. We hope to expand AGAVE for broad use
within APL’s Biological Sciences Group as a user-friendly
tool to explore genomic data and add to the body of
knowledge within the genomic surveillance ecosystem.
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